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1. Introduction
Atherosclerosis is the main reason for cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases (1, 2). These diseases are
the number one cause of mortality worldwide despite advancements in diagnostic and therapeutic measures
(3, 4). We already know atherosclerotic lesions were present even in ancient ages, however, they were not
recognized as a significant cause of mortality (5), because atherosclerosis was mostly asymptomatic in the era,
when humans’ life expectancy was less than 50 years (6, 7). Thus, we expect that chronic disorders, especially
cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, will grow over time by increase in life expectancy (8).
Rudolf Virchow introduced inflammation as the initiating factor of atherosclerosis in the artery wall
(9). This initial inflammation triggers a cascade of events beginning with the migration of inflammatory cells,
especially macrophages, into the arterial wall (6, 10-13). Secretion of inflammatory cytokines results in more
migration of inflammatory cells and lipid deposition, primarily by endocytosis of lipid particles in macrophages, turning them into foam cells. In this process, calcium accumulates in microscopic niduses, also called
microcalcifications (14). Microcalcifications assemble and form macrocalcification, which are detectable by
conventional imaging modalities, such as computed tomography (CT), ultrasonography (US) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) (15, 16). This complex – containing inflammatory cells, lipid depositions and calcification – is called atherosclerotic plaque and considered the main etiology of many cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events (17).
Atherosclerotic plaque development is a prolonged pathologic process with symptoms occurring late in the
process. Atherosclerotic changes develop into CT-visible changes in childhood and rarely cause symptoms
until adulthood, in men from age 40-45, in women with a 10-year delay (18-20). After the emergence of symptoms, atherosclerotic changes may be detected in a plaque form with or without calcification, primarily using
structural imaging modalities, such as conventional X-rays, CT and MRI (21). The diagnostic modalities are
seldom utilized routinely in individuals with asymptomatic atherosclerosis and often fail to detect atherosclerotic plaque unless tissue change is relatively macroscopic, such as substantial fat deposition or macrocalcification (22). The late emergence of symptoms provides an adequate time window for physicians to diagnose
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and treat atherosclerosis before symptoms occur (23) provided use of more suitable diagnostic tools. The concept of early action gains more importance, since symptoms are caused by rather irreversible ischemic tissue
damage due to plaque development, thrombosis or upstream emboli and treated symptomatically (24-27).
Consequently, atherosclerotic changes get less reversible as the atherosclerotic plaque develops (28).
Positron emission tomography (PET) allows physicians to detect atherosclerosis by tracking microscopic tissue changes, before conventional imaging modalities can detect them (29, 30). Radiolabeled tracers
are used to trace different molecules in the body using PET. For example, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) is
utilized to track inflammation mainly due to the higher glucose consumption in macrophages in inflammatory
foci. Another radiotracer, 18F-sodium fluoride (NaF), maps microcalcification (31-33) and, thus, FDG and NaF
detect inflammation and microcalcification, respectively, two crucial features of atherosclerosis. Recent research has shown PET can visualize inflammatory status rather than anatomical atherosclerotic changes (34).
However, FDG- and NaF-PET also have limitations. Arterial wall inflammation and microcalcification are dynamic processes not necessarily directly interconnected. FDG uptake in arterial walls can alter with
time, making it difficult to follow up and estimate long term atherosclerotic state (35). This variability may be
less outspoken with NaF, which appears to have steadier uptake over time (36, 37). Second, although being a
molecular imaging modality, PET has limited spatial resolution blurring anatomical details in output images,
which calls for a parallel conventional imaging modality such as CT or MRI to provide exact anatomical
localization. Third, analyzing PET scans is a relatively time-consuming process depending on the target organ.
However, artificial intelligence (AI) models in the shape of image analysis models, could hopefully overcome
this limitation as observed in other diseases including cancer (38, 39). More specifically, large computational
models called convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are time-efficient and successful approaches for automated volumetric CT scan segmentation (40, 41). CNNs can be used for several image analysis tasks such as
segmentation, detection and classification. They are composed of connected computational layers that process
the input in sequence and extract high-level image features useful for prediction. A simple conceptual CNN
design is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Conceptual figure showing how CNN recognizes different structures in images using
connected computational layers. The layers extract features from low-level structures such as
edges and blobs at early layers to high-level structures such as organs and anatomical structures
at higher layers.

The current PhD project initially aimed to examine, describe and discuss PET imaging of early carotid
artery atherosclerosis as one of the main reasons for cerebrovascular events (stroke). The idea was in threepart projects to focus upon (1) carotid artery inflammation vs. microcalcification assessed by FDG-PET vs.
NaF-PET at baseline and after long-term follow-up, (2) compare carotid NaF uptake, pulse wave velocity and
carotid wall thickness by ultrasound in type 2 diabetic patients, and (3) examine effects of high-dose statin
therapy on carotid NaF uptake. In line with this, we embarked on making a systematic review on the clinical
usefulness of PET imaging in carotid atherosclerosis compared with other imaging modalities (Article I). However, when it came to analysis of available PET scans, it turned out that we could not always quantify tracer
uptake in the carotids sufficiently well due to challenges with manual segmentation based on non-contrast CT,
which was the only option available to us. Therefore, we decided on a change. In a next step, we mapped the
NaF uptake not only in the carotids but in the entire aorta in a cohort study comparing healthy individuals and
patients evaluated for angina pectoris at baseline and follow-up after 2 years (Article II). The cumbersome and
time-consuming image analysis process experienced in Article II made us come up with a wish to explore, if
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an AI-based model for segmentation could segment both the heart (Article III) and the aorta (Article IV) better
and faster than the manual approach, so that – if this held true – one could point to a clinically valuable way
of assessing the atherosclerotic burden based on AI-interpreted PET scans.

2. Aims
We followed 4 aims in this project and the results were published accordingly. These aims include:
1- To perform a systematic review on PET imaging of carotid atherosclerosis, emphasizing clinical usefulness
and comparing PET with other imaging modalities (Article I).
2- To examine 2-year changes in carotid and aortic NaF uptake in healthy individuals and angina patients using
conventional manual segmentation (Article II).
3- To establish and test an automated AI-based method for fast segmentation of the heart in NaF-PET/CT scans
(Article III).
4- To establish and test an automated AI-based method for fast segmentation of the aorta in NaF-PET/CT scans
(Article IV).

2. Systematic review (Article I)
2.1. Methods
PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) is an evidence-based minimum set of items for transparent and complete reporting in systematic reviews and meta-analyses (42). We
used the PRISMA guidelines to conduct our systematic review. Keywords “Artery,” “Carotid,” “Plaque,”
“Atherosclerosis,” “PET,” “Fluorodeoxyglucose,” “Sodium Fluoride,” and their equivalent terms were applied
for the literature search. The search strategy used PICOS (Problem/Patient/Population, Intervention/Indicator,
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Comparison, Outcome and Study type) questions. PICOS is a mnemonic for researchable questions that describe key elements of good clinical studies (43); see Table 1.

Table 1. PICOS questions to detect carotid atherosclerosis with PET
Question
Terms
P (Problem or Patient or Population)
Atherosclerosis
I (intervention/indicator)
Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
C (comparison)
O (outcome of interest)
Atherosclerosis detection and prognostic evaluation
S (study types)
Original articles

The databases Scopus, Medline/PubMed, Google Scholar, Embase and Cochrane Library were
searched. All human studies using PET imaging with clinically available radiotracers to detect carotid arteries
or carotid plaque published after Jan 2000 until November 2018 were included. Letters, editorials, perspectives, commentaries, reviews, conference abstracts, case studies, and articles on feasibility, reproducibility,
and methodology were excluded. Only original articles published in English were included.
The primary results were compiled using EndNote (Package for Windows version 8). After the deletion of duplicates, titles and abstracts were screened and reviewed. Then, full-text articles were obtained. According to Oxford Center for Evidence-based Medicine (44), their eligibility was rated based on the evidence
class and examined using the Joanna Briggs Institute assessment tools (44).
Extracted data included first author, publication year, study design, demographics (number of patients,
age, and gender), clinical conditions (inclusion criteria), radiotracer type, acquisition time, radiotracer uptake
scale, hypothesis, results, and limitations. The included studies were (a) categorized based on PET findings in
different clinical conditions, (b) correlated with paraclinical measures, and (c) assessed for atherosclerosis
treatment. The categories included diagnostic and prognostic performance, risk factors, laboratory findings,
imaging modalities, and treatment.
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2.2. Results
2.2.1. Study and patient characteristics
Of 1718 initially identified studies, 53 were included for analysis after assessment. The flowchart of selection
appears in Figure 2. In total, 4472 cases with an average age of 58 years (47 to 91) were studied, comprising
3526 (78.8%) males. Study designs included cross-sectional (45 of 53), case-control (4 of 53), and interventional studies (4 of 53). The most used tracers were FDG (49 of 53) and NaF (5 of 53). The studies focused on
the following characteristics: diagnostic and prognostic performance (n = 21), risk factors (n = 17), laboratory
findings (n = 13), immunohistochemistry (n = 21), other imaging modalities (n = 25), and treatment (n = 9);
some studies included multiple categories.

Figure 2. Flow diagram of the systematic review showing studies utilizing PET with different
radiotracers to inspect carotid atherosclerosis and its relationship with clinical, paraclinical, and
therapeutic factors.
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2.2.2. Diagnostic and prognostic performance
Asymptomatic atherosclerotic patients had less FDG uptake than symptomatic ones (45-51) except for one
study, in which there was no difference (52). In one study, patients with high carotid uptake of FDG were more
prone to early recurrence of ischemic stroke (53), whereas in another study, Arauz et al. were unable to reproduce this prognostic feature (54). FDG uptake appeared to be associated with both ipsilateral and contralateral
carotid uptake in patients with symptomatic carotid atherosclerosis (55, 56), such that ipsilateral was higher
than contralateral FDG uptake (45, 56-59). However, there was no difference between contralateral and ipsilateral plaque uptake of FDG in patients early after a cerebrovascular event (less than ten days) (60, 61). But
Kwee et al. demonstrated that ipsilateral plaque uptake of FDG was higher than the contralateral plaque uptake
only until 38 days after initiation of symptoms (56).
The uptake of NaF was higher in atherosclerotic than normal carotid arteries (62) in both patients with
asymptomatic and symptomatic atherosclerotic carotid disease (62, 63), but without evidence of higher uptake
into the ipsilateral carotid artery in patients with symptomatic carotid artery disease (60, 64).

2.2.3. Risk factors and laboratory findings
In subjects with asymptomatic carotid atherosclerosis, correlations between demographic or physiological parameters, drug and medical history were widely diverse. Higher uptake of FDG was associated with older age
(34, 65-68), hypertension (52, 67, 69, 70), hypercholesterolemia (34, 68, 71, 72), diabetes (69, 70, 73), central
obesity (51, 68, 70) and increased cardiovascular risk (34, 68, 70). HDL level (71, 74), previous statin use (69),
and diabetes (66) were correlated with low FDG uptake in a few studies. In patients with symptomatic atherosclerotic carotid disease, a significant correlation was observed between FDG uptake and male gender (71,
75), lipid profile (71), age (75), and previous cerebrovascular disease (75).
In the general population, increased uptake of NaF was associated with male gender, aging, hypercholesterolemia, and hypertension, but not with diabetes, smoking, obesity, and previous cardiovascular disease
(31).
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2.2.4. Immunohistochemistry
In the histological studies, higher FDG uptake was associated with increased inflammatory cell infiltration —
e.g., inflammatory cells and absolute macrophage area percentage (46, 48, 50, 55, 76-79), loose extracellular
matrix and neovascularization (78). In contrast, calcium deposition (46, 48, 58, 76, 78) and fibrous tissue (78)
were inversely correlated with the FDG uptake. Uptake of NaF was correlated with calcium deposition in
histological studies (62, 64).
In the immunohistochemical studies, FDG uptake was positively correlated with CD68 (45, 57, 58,
76, 79-84), cathepsin K (81-83), MMP-9 (80), IL-18 (81), GLUT-1 (83), and VEGF (58) expression. FDG
uptake was inversely correlated with CD34 (81) and hexokinase 2 (83) expression. Arterial wall uptake of NaF
uptake was inversely correlated with α-smooth muscle antigen (64).

3.2.5. Imaging modalities
Higher uptake of FDG was associated with low echogenicity (50, 57, 74) and higher intima-media thickness
(51, 68) in ultrasonographic studies and microemboli signals in transcranial Doppler sonography (49, 85, 86).
In atherosclerotic carotids, uptake of FDG was not correlated with the degree of stenosis in carotid plaque (52,
53, 56, 71) or irregularity of carotid plaque surface (53).
FDG uptake was positively correlated with low density, remodeling (76), degree of stenosis, fibrous
tissue volume, lipid-rich necrotic core volume, and vessel wall volume (54, 56) in CT studies. However, calcium score was inversely correlated with FDG uptake (54). NaF uptake was positively correlated with calcium
score in asymptomatic but not in symptomatic patients (31, 62, 64).
Uptake of FDG uptake positively correlated with high-risk characteristics (87), fibrous tissue volume,
and vessel wall volume (56) in MRI studies. In contrast, no correlation existed between FDG uptake and any
anatomical features (88) or plaque thickness (79). There was no correlation between FDG-PET findings and
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findings in T1-phase MRI (84), contrast-enhanced MRI (89), and diffusion-weighted MRI (86). Perfusion
parameters – e.g., vp , Kep and Ktrans – were inversely correlated with FDG uptake (88).

2.2.6. Treatment
Statins are the mainstay of the therapies applied for carotid artery atherosclerosis. Patients using statins had a
more significant decrease in uptake of FDG 3 months after endarterectomy (55). Pitavastatin administration
can reduce carotids FDG uptake after a 6-months follow-up (72). Furthermore, patients undergoing treatments
with antidiabetics, e.g., pioglitazone (90) or antiplatelets, e.g., ticagrelor and clopidogrel (91), or bariatric surgery (92) can result in a lower FDG uptake compared to the baseline.

2.2.7. Summary
FDG-PET can visualize different inflammatory phases of carotid atherosclerosis. It can detect inflammatory
changes regarding complications, hence FDG uptake changes during the phases of atherosclerosis development. However, NaF seems to mirror more long-term outcomes by revealing microcalcification.

3. Cohort study
3.1. NaF uptake in major arteries: 2-year change (Article II)
3.1.1. Methods
3.1.1.1. Participant selection
This study was a continuation of the ‘Cardiovascular Molecular Calcification Assessed by 18F-NaF PET/CT
(CAMONA)’ study, conducted 2012–2014 (36). CAMONA included 89 healthy individuals with low CVD
risk recruited from the blood bank of Odense University Hospital or via local advertisement. Individuals considered healthy were included if they had no history of malignant diseases, immunodeficiency syndromes,
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autoimmune diseases, alcohol or substance abuse or cardiovascular diseases. They were preselected by age
and gender to guarantee a balanced inclusion of both genders aged 20–29, 30–39, 40–49, 50–59, and 60 years
or older. Also, 50 patients with suspected angina pectoris referred to the Department of Cardiology at Odense
University Hospital for coronary angiography were included as the angina pectoris group. Of all initially included participants, 29 healthy individuals and 20 patients with suspected angina pectoris attended a 2-year
follow-up with repeat NaF-PET imaging. This subgroup of patients was inspected to track the 2-year changes
in NaF uptake in major arteries, including the carotids and the arch, thoracic, and abdominal parts of the aorta.

3.1.1.2. Study design
All included participants filled out a questionnaire about smoking habits, alcohol consumption, past medical
history, familial history, and current medical status. Blood pressure after at least 30 min of rest was measured
in the supine position three times. Laboratory tests included lipid profile (total serum cholesterol, serum lowdensity lipoprotein, serum high-density lipoprotein and serum triglycerides), fasting plasma glucose and glycated hemoglobin (HbA1C), and glomerular filtration rate, which was calculated using the Modification of
Diet and Renal Disease equation (93). Furthermore, the Framingham Risk Score (FRS) was used to estimate
the 10-year risk of developing cardiovascular diseases (94). All underwent a whole-body NaF-PET/CT scan
at baseline and after two years of follow-up at approximately the same time of the day (morning or noon) on
the same PET/CT scanner. NaF-PET/CT imaging was performed according to previously published methods
(34) on hybrid PET/CT systems (General Electric Healthcare using Discovery PET/CT). All participants underwent PET/CT imaging 90 min after injection of approximately 2.2 MBq/kg (max 400 MBq) NaF.

3.1.1.3. Image analysis
ROVER software version 3.0.4 (ABX GmbH, Radeberg, Germany) was used to analyze the images quantitatively. The regions of interest (ROIs) were defined using a 5 mm width brush in CT images for each participant.
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Then, ROIs were stacked and the volume of interest (VOI) was formed. The VOIs included right and left
carotids, arch of aorta, thoracic aorta, and abdominal aorta. The arch of the aorta was defined as aorta above
the lower level of T5 in a transaxial view until the aortic valve. The carotids were defined from the branching
initiation (branching from the aorta for left carotid and brachiocephalic artery for right carotid) until the end
of bifurcation. The thoracic aorta was defined as the aorta between the inferior edge of T5 to T12. The abdominal aorta was defined as the aorta between the lower level of T12 until the beginning of the bifurcation.
In the manual segmentation, it was made sure that the segmentation contained all arterial wall layers (intima,
media and adventitia). Furthermore, it was tried to prevent the vertebral bones and their NaF uptake halo from
inclusion in the defined ROIs. So, when the aorta was adjacent to the vertebral body, the ROI was reshaped to
a lunar shape instead of circular in some transaxial slices.
Standardized uptake values (SUVs) of the VOIs, adjusted to body weight, were generated to perform
quantitative assessment of PET scans. The recorded NaF uptake was expressed as SUVmean (average SUV of
all voxels within VOI), SUVmax (the highest SUV of all voxels in the VOI), SUVtotal (sum of the SUVs of
all voxels), and as the corresponding measures corrected for partial volume effect (i.e., cSUVmean and cSUVtotal) as described by Hofheinz et al. (95). In short, this approach compensates the partial volume effect,
which is the is a phenomenon that decreases the quantitative accuracy of PET images (96). Because of partial
volume effect, the intensity of a particular voxel reflects the tracer concentration not only of the tissue within
that voxel but also the surrounding area. Partial volume correction is done by adding a certain activity, recorded
immediately outside the target object (B), to the activity in the target object (A) before division with the volume
of the target object (V): Corrected target object activity = (A+B)/V. The measurement unit was MBq/ml. Also,
in all corresponding VOIs, the CT-related variable mean density (CTmean) expressed in Hounsfield units was
extracted.
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3.1.1.4. Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were expressed as frequency (percentage), median (minimum-maximum) or
mean ± standard deviation. Intragroup longitudinal and intergroup comparisons of variables were performed.
The correlation between age and PET/CT variables was examined. NaF uptake was plotted against age in a
scatter plot for each group of subjects, including fitted lines from linear regression. A p-value of less than 0.05
was considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 19.0 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA).

3.1.2. Results
The baseline information, e.g., demographics, lab results, medical and medical history, are shown in Article
II. Both groups were comparable regarding baseline information, except variables such as smoking, hypercholesterolemia, and HbA1C attributed to angina pectoris suspicion. Although recording the changes in medications was not a goal in the study, there was a notable change in statin medication in that 5 out of 20 angina
pectoris patients received statins at baseline compared to 11 at follow-up.
Uptake of NaF and CT-related density were compared in the aorta and carotids at the baseline between
healthy and angina groups (Article II). On most occasions, uptake of NaF in carotids was slightly lower in
controls than in angina pectoris patients. This difference was regularly present in all aorta VOIs. NaF uptake
slightly decreased (cSUVmean) in all VOIs of healthy controls after the follow-up period, while this change
was inverse in angina pectoris patients. After two years of follow-up, the density of the major arteries did not
change significantly. Age positively correlated with NaF uptake, especially cSUVmean, in all VOIs of the
aorta. Also, age had a positive correlation with the maximum density in almost all VOIs.
A simple linear regression was used to estimate cSUVmean in the aorta based on age (Figure 3). The
regression equation (F(1,47) = 10.721, p = 0.002), with an R2 of 0.18. The estimated cSUVmean in the aorta
was equal to 0.44 + 0.012 age (in years). This linear regression was also significant in each group in stratified
analysis.
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Figure 3. Linear regression model predicting corrected SUVmean in the aorta by participants’
age (black line). Furthermore, linear regression models for the same prediction in healthy (blue
line) and angina groups (red line) were also statistically significant.

3.2. Comparing AI and manual segmentation (Article III and IV)
3.2.1. Methods
3.2.1.1. Study design
CNNs were trained earlier to segment the heart and aorta automatically. A single image analyzer performed
manual segmentation of the heart and aorta in 49 participants, primarily included as a part of the CAMONA
study. The aorta was divided into three sections: the arch, thoracic, and abdominal aorta. The heart was segmented in a way to encompass both the right and left ventricles and the atria. The accuracy of the automated
segmentations was assessed by comparison with measurements obtained by manual segmentation in the same
49 subjects. In the heart segmentation, we examined the repeatability of the manual approach by letting the
same operator redo all measurements blindly under the same conditions within a short time interval in 25
randomly selected scans. The CNN-based segmentation procedure has an inborn 100% repeatability. The intra-
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and inter-operator variability with the manual approach was studied by repeated manual segmentation in 25
randomly selected scans performed by the same operator and by two independent operators, respectively. In
the aorta segmentation, repeatability was assessed by redoing the measurements by the same image analyzer
in 25 randomly selected scans.

3.2.1.2. Image analysis
For quantitative manual analysis of the heart, the Research Consortium for Medical Image Analysis (RECOMIA) was used, and for manual analysis of the aorta ROVER software version 3.0.4 (ABX GmbH, Radeberg,
Germany) was applied. The heart was segmented from its apex to the aortic and pulmonary valves. The manual
ROI determination contained the whole heart (chambers, myocardium, and epicardium), excluding the sternal
bone and its uptake halo from the defined ROIs. VOIs were formed by stacking manually defined ROIs using
a 5 mm width brush in the CT images of each participant to segment the aorta. The VOIs included the arch
and the thoracic and abdominal parts of the aorta. The arch of aorta was defined from above the lower level of
T5 in a transaxial view until the aortic valve. The part between the inferior plane of T5 and that of T12 was
defined as the thoracic aorta. The abdominal aorta was defined as the part between the lower level of T12 until
the beginning of the bifurcation. The manual ROI determination contained the whole aortic wall (intima, media
and adventitia), excluding the vertebral bones and their uptake halo from the defined ROIs. Quantitative assessment was done by determining the segmented VOI volume (Vol) in mL and generating the SUVmax,
SUVmean, SUVtotal for NaF uptake (in g/mL) in each VOI.

3.2.1.3. CNN segmentations
A fully convolutional CNN with the same structure as 3D U-Net (97) was trained for the automatic segmentation. In addition to convolutional and rectified linear unit layers, the 3D U-Net uses max-pooling downsampling, upconvolution upsampling and skip connections to process the input image on four different resolutions.
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This enables the CNN to have a large receptive field while still being able to use high-resolution information.
The input of the CNN is a 100 × 100 × 100 volume of voxels, where each voxel has a size of 3.0 × 1.37 × 1.37
mm. For this input size, the CNN outputs an estimated class probability for each voxel of a 12 × 12 × 12
volume at the center of the input patch; in this case the classes are heart and background.
Categorical cross-entropy was used as loss function, and the optimization was done using the Adam
method (98) with Nesterov momentum. Areas close to the heart were sampled more often during training to
enable faster training times. The trained CNN was applied to the whole CT scan resulting in an initial segmentation to produce automatic heart segmentation. As a post-processing step, the largest connected component
was extracted and all holes filled. Also, SUV leakage was removed to avoid having areas of high activity
originating from the vertebrae strongly influence the SUV statistics. This was done by areas with SUV above
a threshold (two standard deviations above the mean SUV in the heart) and in which the closest activation
maximum was located in the vertebra and removed. The vertebra was segmented using an additional segmentation tool available on the RECOMIA platform (99). Note that leakage was removed for the manual annotations as well.
For the segmentation of aorta, segmentation was made by including all voxels that were lying within
3 mm of the edge of the aorta segmentation on the inside and within 2 mm of the edge of the aorta on the
outside after identifying the aorta to find the aortic wall. This yielded a 5 mm thick wall following the edge of
the aorta segmentation output from the segmentation tool. Using all vertebrae segmentations, areas with high
SUVs originating from the vertebrae were excluded from the aortic wall segmentation. In detail, all high activation areas were removed that overlapped with the aortic wall and had a local activation maximum inside the
vertebra from the aortic wall segmentation, if it was lying within 10 mm from the vertebra. The remaining
aortic wall segmentation was finally divided into the three previously defined parts using the segmentation of
T5 and T12. By its very nature, CNN will generate exactly the same values by re-analysis of the same scan
images (38). Thus, it did not make sense to elucidate the repeatability of this method. A 3D reconstruction of
the heart and aorta is shown in Figure 4. The CNN-based model for automated segmentation of the aortic wall
in PET/CT scans is available for research at www.recomia.org.
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Figure 4. A 3D reconstruction of CNN-based heart and aorta segmentation.

3.2.1.4. Statistical analysis
Frequency (percentage) and mean ± standard deviation (SD) were used to express descriptive statistics. BlandAltman plots were used to assess the agreement between variables in pairwise segmentations (100, 101). The
mean differences (bias) and the upper and lower Limits of Agreement (LoA) were calculated between the two
methods. The Sørensen-Dice coefficient (SDC) was calculated to gauge the similarity of CNN and manual
segmentation in the heart segmentation (102).
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3.2.2. Results
3.2.2.1. AI vs. manual segmentation of the heart (Article III)
An example of CNN vs. manual segmentation is shown in Figure 5. The time required to manually segment
the heart was about 30 minutes compared to less than a minute with the CNN-based method. The extracted
data in manual and CNN-based methods is presented in Table 2. In the cardiac VOI, mean values for Vol,
SUVmax, and SUVtotal differed a maximum of 4%, with all manual values being slightly lower than with
CNN- based segmentation (Table 2).

Figure 5. Axial (a), sagittal (b), and coronal (c) reconstruction of manual (upper
panel) and CNN-based (lower panel) heart segmentation in the same patient.

Table 2. Quantities measured by manual and CNN-based heart segmentation.
Segment

Parameter

All subjects
(n=49)
CNN

Manual
Heart

Volume
SUVmean
SUVmax
SUVtotal

617.65±154.99
0.69±0.15
2.68±0.86
425.51±138.93

625.26±153.55
0.69±0.15
2.77±1.05
427.91±132.68
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P-value
Difference (95% CI)
-7.61(-19.6 to 4.37)
0.001 (-0.001 to 0.005)
-0.1 (-0.31 to 0.1)
-2.4 (-12.02 to 7.21)

Manual
vs. CNN
0.21
0.26
0.34
0.62

Bland-Altman plots indicating differences between Vol, SUVmean, SUVmax, and SUVtotal values obtained
by the two methods are shown in Article III. Bland-Altman plots demonstrated a symmetrical distribution of
differences around the x-axis for the paired differences, and variance homogeneity was observed over the
measurement range. The average SDC of the CNN-based method was 0.91±0.03. Using the same operator,
Vol, SUVmean, SUVmax and SUVtotal differed by 0% to 0.5%. These variables differed 0% to 1% for two
independent operators (Table 3).

Table 3. Differences between two heart segmentations: Intra-operator, Inter-operator and manual vs. CNN variability.
Parameter
Intra-operator
Inter-operator
Manual vs. CNN
(n=25)
(n=25)
(n=49)
Mean±SD
LoA
Mean±SD
LoA
Mean±SD
LoA
Volume
0.28±11.11 -21.51 to 22.6 -4.78 ± 15.2 -34.56 to 25.01 -7.61±41.74 -89.42 to 74.2
SUVmean
0±0.01
-0.01 to 0.02
0±0.01
-0.02 to 0.01
0±0.01
-0.02 to 0.02
SUVmax
-0.01± 0.04
-0.09 to 0.07
-0.01± 0.04
-0.09 to 0.07
-0.1±0.73
-1.52 to 1.32
SUVtotal
2.11±7.62 -12.83 to 17.04 -5.06±11.94 -28.46 to 18.33 -2.40±33.48 -68.02 to 63.21
LoA: Limits of Agreement, SD: standard deviation.

3.2.2.1. AI vs. manual segmentation of the aorta (Article IV)
An example of CNN vs. manual segmentation of the aorta is shown in Figure 6. With the manual method,
aortic segmentation could last 90 minutes compared to less than a minute with the CNN-based approach. Differences between the extracted data in the manual and CNN-based segmentation are shown in Table 4.

Figure 6. Axial (a), coronal (b), and sagittal (c) reconstruction of manual (upper
panel) and CNN-based (lower panel) aorta segmentation in the same patient.
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Aortic part
Arch

Thoracic

Abdominal

Table 4. Quantities measured by manual and CNN-based aorta segmentation.
Parameter
All subjects
P-value
(n=49)
Manual
CNN
Manual vs. CNN
Volume
44.39±11.31
37.98±10.71
<0.001
SUVmean
0.86±0.21
0.85±0.22
0.80
SUVmax
2.76±0.63
2.32±0.77
<0.001
SUVtotal
38.06±13.35
32.65±12.94
<0.001
Volume
60.29±12.93
52.08±10.19
<0.001
SUVmean
0.95±0.22
0.93±0.22
<0.001
SUVmax
3.51±1.28
2.96±1.16
<0.001
SUVtotal
57.99±19.32
48.68±15.76
<0.001
Volume
34.86±9.38
28.37±9.34
<0.001
SUVmean
0.99±0.24
0.98±0.24
0.19
SUVmax
3.51±1.27
3.05±1.51
<0.001
SUVtotal
34.45±13.46
27.95±11.96
<0.001

Average values for Vol, SUVmax, and SUVtotal were 13% to 17% lower with manual than CNN-based approach in all three VOIs of the aorta, while SUVmean values were almost identical. Bland-Altman plots (Article IV) showed differences between Vol, SUVmean, SUVmax, SUVtotal values obtained by manual and
CNN-based segmentation and demonstrated symmetrical difference distributions around the x-axis for the
paired differences with variance homogeneity observed over the measurement range. The inter-operator variability of Vol, SUVmean, SUVmax and SUVtotal differed by 0.4% to 6% in all aorta VOIs (Table 5).

Aortic part

Arch

Thoracic

Abdominal

Table 5. Differences: manual minus CNN-based aorta segmentation quantities.
Parameter
All subjects
All subjects
(n=25)
(n=49)
Intra-oprator
Manual vs. CNN
Mean±SD
LoA
Mean±SD
LoA
Volume
0.75 ± 2.34
-3.84 – 5.34
6.41 ± 7.37
-7.89 – 20.86
SUVmean
0.00±0.02
-0.04 – 0.04
0.01 ± 0.03
-0.05 – 0.07
SUVmax
0.2 ± 0.34
-0.47 – 0.87
0.45 ± 0.48
-0.48 – 1.39
SUVtotal
0.7±1.62
-2.48 – 3.88
5.41 ± 5.57
-5.4 – 16.33
Volume
-1.89 ± 3.44
-8.63 – 4.45
8.22 ± 8.30
-7.88 – 24.49
SUVmean
0.02 ± 0.04
-0.06 – 0.1
0.03 ± 0.04
-0.05 – 0.11
SUVmax
0.18 ± 0.43
-0.66 – 1.02
0.55 ± 0.75
-0.91 – 2.02
SUVtotal
1 ± 4.3
-7.43 - 9.43
9.31 ± 8.01
-6.23– 25.01
Volume
0.75 ± 2.59
-4.33 – 5.83
6.48 ± 6.14
-5.43 – 18.51
SUVmean
0.00 ± 0.02
-0.04 – 0.04
0 ± 0.06
-0.12 – 0.12
SUVmax
0.19 ± 0.51
-0.81 - 1.19
0.46 ± 1.15
-1.17 – 2.71
SUVtotal
0.83 ± 2.75
-4.65 – 6.22
6.50 ± 5.94
-5.02 – 18.14
LoA: Limits of Agreement, SD: standard deviation.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Principal findings
In the first part of the project, 53 studies were included in a systematic review summarizing the relationship
between PET findings and other features, including clinical elements, paraclinical findings and therapeutic
intervention. In the second part of the project, NaF uptake in the major arteries of a healthy control group and
an angina pectoris group was compared at baseline and 2-year follow-up. At baseline, NaF uptake was insignificantly higher in the angina than the control group. After 2 years, NaF uptake was slightly lower in the
control group but slightly higher in the angina group. Despite the difference, the change in NaF uptake was in
line with the positive correlation of NaF uptake with age in each group, illustrating that the microcalcification
process is relatively steady but slow with subtle change during a period of 2 years.
The CNN-derived measures in the heart were 0% to 4% higher than the manually derived values, but
0% to 17% lower in the aortic segmentation, mainly reflecting deviation in the more haphazard parameter
SUVmax and SUVtotal, a parameter with high numbers, whereas values for SUVmean obtained with the two
approaches were very similar in both heart and aorta. Moreover, CNN-based segmentation and quantification
was much faster, observer-independent and had an inborn 100% repeatability compared to a maximal deviation
of 0.5% and 6% at repeat manual segmentation of the heart and aorta, respectively.

4.2. Clinical features
Few clinical scenarios may happen as atherosclerosis evolves judged by the FDG uptake. FDG uptake increases as atherosclerotic plaque advance toward complication. An inflamed atherosclerotic plaque may initiate a complication or undergo an inflammatory regression and become a consolidated lesion (103). However,
the main event turning atherosclerotic plaque into an inflamed, complicated, or stable plaque is still unknown.
This is mainly due to the lack of studies with repeat FDG uptake measurement before and after a complication
in the general population. However, in high-risk patients and patients with neoplastic diseases, PET studies
have indicated that higher FDG uptake in the carotids is associated with an increase in cerebrovascular events
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(104). So, inflammation may be more intense in a pre-complication atherosclerotic plaque than an asymptomatic one. Besides inflammation measured by FDG uptake, calcification is another process found in the atherosclerotic plaques that can be investigated by NaF-PET imaging (105). This modality is mainly used for
visualization of skeletal mineralization due to metastatic cancers, but it is also very sensitive in the detecting
of microcalcification in the vascular system (106, 107). NaF uptake in atherosclerotic carotids is higher than
normal carotids (62). This is in line with findings of our study, in which NaF uptake was higher not in the
major arteries, including the carotids, of subjects with suspected angina pectoris compared to NaF uptake in
the control group.
A local plaque inflammation might lead to a flare-up of the current pathophysiological processes by
the initiation of events such as coagulation on the surface of the plaque, i.e., complications due to occlusion/thrombosis (10, 108). In this phase, FDG uptake is higher than in asymptomatic plaques. Then, the systematic inflammatory response secondary to the cerebrovascular event leads to a higher FDG uptake in the
contralateral carotid artery (109). In addition, increased FDG uptake in carotid atherosclerotic plaque of symptomatic patients is associated with complication recurrence. This development course has been described based
on PET findings at different time points, pre-complication and post-complication (45-53, 55-64, 73). In Figure
7, a conceptual diagram of these events is shown based on reported FDG and NaF uptakes.

4.3. Risk factors and laboratory findings
The most important risk factors for a higher FDG uptake in carotid atherosclerosis were aging, gender, hypertension and hyperlipidemia in the general population. The higher FDG uptake associated with aging is explainable mainly because pro-inflammatory cytokine secretion increases with age (110). Although no studies have
reported the quantitative FDG uptake with atherosclerotic changes in childhood and adolescence (Figure 7a,
(i)), post-mortem studies have demonstrated that early atherosclerotic changes and initiated inflammatory processes, called fatty streaks, exist in childhood (111). The effect of gender on the arterial system is mostly
debated through effects of steroid hormones (112), whether these have anti- or pro-inflammatory effects on
the vascular system. The role of other risk factors such as hypertension, diabetes,
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Figure 7. Conceptual diagrams showing trends in uptake of FDG (a) and NaF (b) categorized based on
reported outcome. Regarding the uptake of FDG, the atherosclerosis evolution course is divided into: (i)
a pre-atherosclerosis phase characterized by a slow gradual increase with age, (ii) early-phase a-symptomatic atherosclerosis, and (iii) symptomatic atherosclerosis in some following a complication. It is unknown whether the atherosclerotic complication is caused by sudden increase in FDG uptake (unbroken
red vertical line) or is due to the formation and gradual development of the atherosclerotic plaque (between the two dotted vertical lines). In NaF conceptual diagram (b), NaF uptake in individuals with (yellow line) and without (blue line) atherosclerosis is shown associated with visibility of calcifications in
CT images (black line).
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and hyperlipidemia is thought to be an increase in the inflammatory state of the arterial wall (97-99), leading
to a higher FDG uptake.
Calcification is a hallmark of aging, especially associated with other comorbidities such as diabetes,
chronic renal disease and hypertension (8). Our cohort study demonstrated a positive correlation between age
and NaF uptake in the aorta but not in the carotids. Nevertheless, an increase in uptake of NaF after two years
was expected, but this change was not observed in the control group and was small in the angina group.
4.4. Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemical and histological studies have the most coherent findings to the PET findings in carotid
atherosclerosis due to focus on the molecular aspects. The pro-inflammatory changes, such as macrophage
count and expression of CD68 and cathepsin K in the carotid atherosclerotic plaque corresponded to a higher
FDG uptake (113, 114). Calcification, mainly microcalcification, is co-located with NaF uptake, while FDG
uptake was inversely correlated with microcalcification (Figure 7b). Interestingly, this in line with the observation that plaques with high calcification judged by their CT density have a lower complication rate (78). A
schematic diagram of the risk in the course of atherosclerosis development is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Conceptual diagram showing complication risk during development of atherosclerotic
plaque (black line), whether due to stenosis (yellow33line) or rupture of the plaque (red line).

4.5. Imaging modalities
PET findings were also assessed considering conventional imaging modalities. In ultrasonography, findings
such as echo-lucency of the carotid atherosclerosis plaque are associated with higher FDG uptake, potentially
due to higher macrophage infiltration (115). However, the degree of stenosis and intima-media thickness are
macroscopic features that could surrogate an inflamed atherosclerotic plaque or a plaque with a large stable
calcification (22, 116), and FDG uptake was not correlated with these variables. CT and MRI studies have
demonstrated that lipid-rich plaques, intra-plaque hemorrhage, and plaque rupture are associated with higher
FDG uptake (87, 117).
CT-based calcium score correlated with NaF uptake in asymptomatic patients but not in symptomatic
patients. A study by Fiz et al. examining the correlation between CT-density and mineral metabolic activity
by NaF may explain this difference. It was found that NaF-PET is suitable for detection of atherosclerosis in
its early stages, whereas NaF retention progressively decreases with increasing plaque density (106). Therefore, the damped NaF uptake in high-risk patients may be due to higher calcification density in this group of
patients. CT-based calcification density was not correlated with baseline NaF uptake and, thus, NaF is predominantly a marker of ongoing, early-stage microcalcification tracer rather than a tracer of macroscopic calcium deposition.

4.6. Treatment
Most of the interventions used to decrease carotid atherosclerosis burden focus on controlling modifiable comorbidities, such as dyslipidemia or diabetes. Statins are one of the most prescribed drugs among patients with
cardiovascular disease risk. Statins have an anti-inflammatory effect on atherosclerotic plaques demonstrated
by a decrease in FDG uptake of atherosclerotic plaques in the carotids (106). Similarly, it is likely that a statinginduced change is also detectable by NaF-PET imaging. If so, this might be the reason why the difference in
NaF uptake in our angina group and control group was so small in our cohort study where half of the patients
in the angina group were on statin therapy. In fact, if this is true, early atherosclerosis might be a reversible
process, but to what extent statins can abate atherosclerosis is still unknown.
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4.7. A way to improvement
An important practical limitation of quantitative PET studies is the manual or semi-automatic segmentation of
the scans. These are time-consuming processes requiring an experienced image analyzer to define the VOIs in
the scans, which alone may sometimes last an hour or more per patient. This was a major issue in our cohort
study and one of the reasons why we decided to turn to artificial intelligence and deep learning, computerbased tools that have improved several aspects of diagnosis in the medical field. Thus, nuclear cardiology has
used artificial intelligence to facilitate attenuation correction (107) or automate myocardial perfusion reports
(118). We developed and tested CNN-based models for segmentation of the heart and aorta in NaF-PET/CT
studies. To our knowledge they are the first reported models used for this purpose. Both were able to segment
much faster than what is possible with the manual approach even after training based on a very small number
of scans. The CNN-based model designed in this project can potentially improve clinical and research workflow (119, 120).
In heart segmentations, CNN-derived data were on average systematically 2% lower than the manual
method. We consider this difference negligible considering that intra- and inter-operator variability of manual
segmentation is 0.5% and 1%, respectively, compared to 0% variability at repeat CNN-based analysis. We
consider SUVmean as the most rational parameter of atherosclerosis burden because it can measure calcification burden even if not visible by eye or visualized by CT (121, 122), i.e., at a time point when the disease is
thought to be more sensitive to treatment than later on when dense, calcified plaques have developed.
The most probable explanation of the difference between aorta CNN-based and manual segmentation
is that a brush with a variable size was used to delineate the whole aorta wall in variable thickness in the manual
method. In contrast, the segmented aorta wall had a fixed thickness in the CNN-based model. So, the Vol of
segmented VOI was higher in the manual method. This would also lead to a higher SUVtotal subsequently,
but SUVmean remains robust to a minor over-segmentation. The difference in SUVmax could also be due to
slight over-segmentation.
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4.8. Limitations
One of the main limitations of using PET to determine the atherosclerotic burden of major arteries is due to
shortcomings of the PET technique. Due to a low spatial resolution, it is difficult to manually segment the
arterial wall in output PET images, especially when arteries are small like the carotids. Perfect co-registration
of PET and CT images is not always feasible, so we had to adjust co-registration manually for each patient and
sometimes for each VOI. Furthermore, background VOI uptake may change drastically by only a few voxels
of movement. This is one of the reasons why we did not use tissue-to-background (TBR) values for quantification of tracer uptake, something which is particularly relevant with NaF-PET imaging, where the background
VOI may vary enormously depending on its proximity to bony structures (123). Due to this, TBR is not suitable
for measuring changes over time. In addition, TBR increases with the time elapsed since tracer administration,
so taken together these circumstances make it difficult if not impossible to demonstrate statistically significant
uptake changes unless these are very big (124, 125). Similarly, VOI recording and methods used for partial
volume correction could be a source of unexpected variation. Finally, the population in our cohort study was
small and the case group consisted of patients with only suspected angina pectoris, so our study did include
high-risk CVD patients.
The main limitation of the CNN-based model segmentation was some inaccuracy of the segmented
VOIs due to variation in the vascular system. Manual segmentation of such variations could be challenging as
well (126). The CNN-based model is much faster, but we cannot claim or document that it is also more accurate
than the manual one, since there is no infallible reference to compare with. We can present the precision or
reproducibility measurements of repeat measurements made by the two methods and we can emphasize that
CNN-based approach is observer-independent and apparently also relatively independent of PET / CT scanner
type and make (124, 127). We expect that it is only a matter of time before CNN-based segmentation will
outperform the manual segmentation, because it will continuously learn and improve by segmenting more and
more scans of more and more patients with diverse disorders and anatomical structures, whether physiological
or pathological. Using the CNN-based model designed for the aorta in Article III, we experienced a misalignment issue with regard to co-registration of PET and CT images in the Rover software used for the manual,
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semiautomated segmentation and in CNN-based approach in RECOMIA developed by Eigenvision. There is
no way to estimate nor compensate for this error. However, in the study about cardiac segmentation (Article
IV) this error was eliminated, since both the manual and CNN-based segmentation were done on the RECOMIA platform. Another critical limitation in the development of a CNN-based model was the lack of certain
vascular landmarks such as aortic or pulmonary valves in non-contrast CT scans, which made it difficult to
define the exact borders of the heart, in particular its cranial delimitation. Furthermore, the CNN-based heart
segmentation did not include the most proximal few millimeters of the coronary arteries, a shortcoming which
has. It is a limitation that has previously been accepted in connection with methods assessing the amount of
calcification in the coronary arteries (120, 128), but how much this really means remains to shown in future
studies. However, it is not conceivable that the CNN method can be supplemented with algorithms that will
consider also the initial few millimeters of the coronary arteries. Finally, the proximity of high uptake structures, such as the sternum or vertebral bones, to the VOI is another limitation in NaF-PET scans, which we
tried to correct for in different ways with the two methods. Also at this point, the future will show how far one
can reach. Again, it is expected that the CNN-based methodology will take the lead based on multiple upcoming training examples and due to a never-ending apprenticeship.

4.9. Summing up
In this PhD project, we left the original idea focusing on PET imaging in early carotid atherosclerosis as one
of the main reasons for cerebrovascular events due to challenges with regard to segmentation of the carotid
arteries based on non-contrast CT. It didn’t prevent us for doing manual segmentation of the carotids in Article
II, but we foresaw major problems with this approach in potential studies of anti-atherosclerotic therapy and,
therefore, turned the scope towards developing and testing AI-based segmentation of NaF uptake in major
arteries and the heart, since if successful this could be a relevant and interesting way ahead, although thorough
validation would be outside the range of one PhD thesis.
So, referring to the changed aims specified in section 2, we fulfilled the first two purposes. Article I,
the systematic review, showed that FDG-PET visualizes different inflammatory phases of carotid
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atherosclerosis development and its complications, while NaF-PET seems to mirror and monitor more longterm consequences by demonstrating arterial wall microcalcification allowing discrimination between atherosclerotic and normal carotid arteries. In Article II we showed by means of manual segmentation that NaF
uptake into the aorta only increases slowly with age, and varies somewhat, at least in in healthy controls who
after 2 years had a slight decline, in terms of both NaF uptake and CT-detectable calcification, while there was
a more consistent, albeit insignificant, increase in NaF uptake in angina pectoris patients. In Articles III and
IV, we developed and tested CNN-based AI models for segmentation of the heart and the aorta, respectively,
and found – based on a remarkably small sets of training scans – values very similar to those obtained by
manual segmentation, and that this approach is not only observer-independent, but also very much faster and
more reliable in a sample of healthy control subjects and relatively low-risk angina pectoris patients.

5. Conclusions
Molecular PET imaging can investigate atherosclerotic burden in the cardiovascular system. FDG demonstrates different inflammatory phases of carotid atherosclerotic plaque development and complications, while
NaF visualizes microcalcification and mirrors long-term consequences of atherosclerotic plaque. The atherosclerosis process is slow and variable in healthy and angina subjects, albeit with a consistently higher, but
insignificantly increased, NaF uptake in the angina group compared to the controls. The CNN-based models
designed and trained in only a very limited number of scans were in this project able to provide values comparable to those obtained by the manual method and do it much faster. Considering the never-ending learning
ability embedded in the CNN-based approach, it is expected that AI-based processing will become a valued
tool in routine PET/CT imaging of atherosclerosis.
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6. Perspectives
Several questions remain unanswered. It is unclear whether NaF reflects microcalcification only or can also
predict future CT-visible calcification development in man. The latter is suggested by findings in the Ossabaw
miniature swine model of metabolic syndrome, where fatty coronary streaks pick up NaF 18F and coronary
artery NaF uptake precedes the emergence of macroscopic calcification on IVUS and CT scans (125). Coupled
with the presence of aortic fatty streaks in children already by the age of 3 (18) and translation of fatty streaks
in adulthood to ‘raised lesions of atherosclerosis’ that may give rise to plaques related to coronary events when
they occupy about 30% of the coronary intimal surface (129), it seems reasonable to assume that arterial wall
uptake of NaF is a marker of future CT-detectable atherosclerotic plaques also in humans. Interventional and
long-term follow-up imaging studies are required to demonstrate this, its time dependency and relationship to
clinical and other paraclinical variables. If a sufficiently close interrelationship can be show, it is foreseeable
that it will cause significant changes of current guidelines for the management of cardiovascular patients, presumably diminishing the burden of atherosclerosis management for healthcare in general.
It is also unknown how well the AI-based approach will work in patients with more severe heart or
aortic disease, including cardiac enlargement and deformed aorta caused for instance by severe calcification
or aneurysm formation and to what degree it can result in reliable estimates of changes over time or due to
intervention. The CNN-based models presented here are preliminary and probably the first to demonstrate
feasibility of AI-based cardiac and arterial wall segmentation. It happened after training on a very limited
learning material, a circumstance which gives reason to believe that the AI-based approach will after further
training in more extreme cardiovascular cases will gradually become the mainstay of image analysis in patients
with suspected or known atherosclerotic disease.
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7. Summary
7.1. English
Introduction: Ischemic heart disease and stroke are the world’s number one and two killers. The underlying
cause is usually atherosclerosis, which may stay asymptomatic for years and is usually diagnosed late in the
course due to a complication or during a health check using common types of imaging such as ultrasound with
Doppler, computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging, all of which can also determine if a
stenosis is present. Recent reports suggest that very early changes in the artery wall can be detected and measured by positron emission tomography (PET) imaging with tracers 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) or 18Fsodium fluoride (NaF). In this PhD project, we initially wanted to study atherosclerosis in the carotids by PET
imaging, but we soon changed our focus to also include the heart and aorta and the use of AI to segment the
targeted structures in order to elucidate if this could make segmentation and quantification faster and more
reliable. Thus, the project ended comprising four studies published in four articles. Article I was a systematic
review on PET imaging of carotid atherosclerosis, emphasizing clinical usefulness and relations to conventional imaging modalities. Article II was a study of 2-year changes in carotid and aortic NaF uptake in healthy
individuals and angina patients using conventional manual segmentation. Article III was an attempt to establish
and test an automated AI-based method for fast segmentation of the heart in NaF-PET/CT scans, while Article
IV was an attempt to do the same in the aorta.
Methods: In the systematic review, articles on carotid artery PET imaging with different radiotracers were
searched in several databases. Duplicates, editorials, case stories, studies regarding feasibility or reproducibility of PET imaging, and studies on patients with end-stage diseases or receiving immunosuppressive medication were omitted. All eligible articles were reviewed by one observer. In the cohort study using manual segmentation only, 29 healthy subjects and 20 angina pectoris patients underwent NaF-PET/CT twice two years
apart. The arch, thoracic, and abdominal aorta and the carotids were manually segmented. NaF uptake was
expressed as the maximum, mean and total standardized uptake values without and with partial volume correction (SUVmax, SUVmean, SUVtotal and cSUVmean, cSUVtotal). Subsequently, a convolutional neural
network (CNN) based method was developed to identify and segment the heart and the aorta in three mentioned
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parts. The CNN model was trained in NaF- PET/CT scans of other patients and tested in the same 49 subjects
as above by comparison with data obtained by manual segmentation. Bland-Altman limits of agreement were
used to compare derived parameters. Furthermore, the reproducibility of the manual method was examined by
repeated segmentation in 25 randomly selected scans.
Results: In the systematic review, it was shown that patients with symptomatic carotid atherosclerosis have
higher FDG uptake than patients with asymptomatic carotid atherosclerosis. There was a strong correlation
between microcalcification and NaF uptake in symptomatic patients in histopathological assessment, but calcification had a negative correlation with uptake of FDG. In the manual cohort study, NaF uptake was insignificantly higher in the angina group at both time points, with less uptake in the healthy group and slightly
higher uptake in the angina group after two years. NaF uptake at baseline could not predict a change in CTcalcification after 2 years. NaF uptake correlated positively with age in all parts of the aorta. CT scan did not
indicate any change in density of major arteries after 2 years of follow-up. In the final part of the project, CNNderived heart segmentation measures were 0% to 4% higher than by the manual method and 0% to 17% lower
than with manual aortic segmentation. However, with CNN-based and manual method the SUVmean values
in both heart and aorta were almost identical. Cardiac and aortic CNN-based segmentation method was much
faster than the manual approach, which had a maximal 0.5% and 6% variation at repeated segmentation of the
heart and the aorta, respectively, compared to a 100 % inborn CNN reproducibility.
Conclusion: PET imaging is a newly introduced modality for imaging of atherosclerosis, which is a slow and
variable process in healthy individuals and patients with angina pectoris, albeit with a tendency of slightly
higher NaF uptake in angina patients. Although current technical difficulties such as time-taking image analysis exist, the AI-based models could present values for Volume, SUVmean, SUVmax, and SUVtotal similar
to the manually obtained ones. These AI-based models are observer-independent, highly reproducible and very
fast alternative alternatives for slow manual segmentation. With further training, the AI-based approach may
become the standard for assessing patients with suspected or known atherosclerosis.
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7.2. Danish
Introduktion: Iskæmisk hjertesygdom og slagtilfælde er nummer et og to på listen over de mest almindelige
dødsårsager på verdensplan. Årsagen er typisk åreforkalkning, som kan forblive asymptomatisk i årevis og
som regel diagnosticeres sent i forløbet på grund af en komplikation eller under et helbredstjek vha. traditionel
billeddiagnostik, herunder ultralyd med Doppler, computertomografi (CT) eller magnetisk resonans, metoder,
som også kan afsløre, om der er en stenose. Nylige rapporter tyder på, at meget tidlige ændringer i arterievæggen kan påvises og måles med positronemissionstomografi (PET) med sporstofferne 18F-fluordeoxyglucose
(FDG) eller 18F-natriumfluorid (NaF). I dette ph.d.-projekt ønskede vi i første omgang at studere åreforkalkning i karotiderne vha. PET, men snart ændrede vi fokus til også at omfatte hjertet og aorta samt brugen af
kunstig intelligens (artificial intelligence (AI)) til at segmentere de pågældende strukturer for at belyse, om
dette kunne gøre segmentering og kvantificering hurtigere og mere pålidelig. På denne måde endte projektet
med at omfatte fire undersøgelser publiceret i fire artikler. Artikel I var en systematisk gennemgang af PET
studier af karotissklerose, herunder deren klinisk anvendelighed og relation til konventionel billeddiagnostik.
Artikel II var en undersøgelse af 2-års ændringer i NaF-optagelsen i hjertet og aorta hos raske individer og
anginapatienter ved brug af konventionel manuel segmentering. Artikel III var et forsøg på at etablere og teste
en automatiseret AI-baseret metode til hurtig segmentering af NaF-PET/CT optagelser af hjertet, mens artikel
IV var et forsøg på at gøre det samme i aorta.
Metoder: I det systematiske review ledte vi efter forskningsartikler om PET-scanninger af karotiderne med
forskellige sporstoffer i forskellige databaser. Duplikater, lederartikler, samt artikler om teknisk funktionsduelighed og reproducerbarhedsartikler blev fjernet. Det samme gjald artikler om patienter i terminalfasen eller
i immunosuppressiv behandling. De mulige artikler blev vurderet af én bedømmer. I kohortestudiet blev 29
raske individer og 20 patienter med angina pectoris undersøgt med NaF-PET/CT to gange med to års mellemrum. Aortabuen, aorta thoracalis og abdominalis samt karotiderne blev manuelt segmenteret. Optagelsen af
NaF blev angivet som den gennemsnitlige, maximale og total standardiserede aktiviteter med og uden partial
volume korrektion (SUVmax, SUVmean, SUVtotal og cSUVmean, cSUVtotal). Efterfølgende blev et
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konvolutionelt neuralt netværk (CNN) udviklet til at identificere og segmentere hjertet i sin helhed og aorta i
tre dele. CNN-modellen blev trænet vha. NaF-PET/CT-scanninger fra andre patienter og testet i de samme 49
personer som nævnt ovenfor ved sammenligning med data opnået ved manuel segmentering. Bland-Altman
grænser for overensstemmelse blev brugt til at vurdere sammenligningerne. Reproducerbarheden af den manuelle metode undersøgt ved fornyet segmentering af 25 tilfældigt udvalgte scanninger.
Resultater: I det systematiske review blev det vist, at patienter med symptomatisk karotissklerose har højere
FDG optagelse end patienter med asymptomatisk karotissklerose. Histologisk vurderet var der en stærk sammenhæng mellem mikroforkalkning og NaF-optagelsen hos symptomatiske patienter, men forkalkning var
inverst korreleret til optagelsen af FDG. I det manuelle kohortestudie var NaF-optagelsen ubetydeligt højere i
angina-gruppen på begge tidspunkter, med mindre optagelse i den raske gruppe og lidt højere optagelse i angina-gruppen efter to år. NaF-optagelsen ved baseline kunne ikke forudsige en ændring i CT-forkalkning efter
2 år. NaF-optagelsen var positivt korreleret til alder i alle dele af aorta. Der var ingen ændring i arteriel CTdensitet efter 2 års opfølgning. I den sidste del af projektet var CNN-baserede målinger i hjertet 0-4 % højere
end med den manuelle metode og 0-17 % lavere i aorta. Men SUV-middelværdierne opnået med de to metoder
var både i hjertet og i aorta næsten identiske. Den CNN-baserede segmenteringsmetode var meget hurtigere
end den manuelle metode. Der var ved gentagen manuel segmentering i henholdsvis hjertet og aorta en maksimal variation på hhv. 0,5 % og 6 % mod 100 % overensstemmelse med CNN-metoden.
Konklusion: PET-billeddannelse er en nyligt introduceret modalitet til vurdering af åreforkalkning, som er en
langsom og variabel proces hos både raske personer og patienter med angina pectoris, dog med en tendens til
lidt højere NaF-optagelse hos anginapatienter. Den AI-baserede fremgangsmåde leverer gennemsnitlige værdier for NaF-optagelsen som svare nøje til de manuelt opnåede. Desuden er AI-baserede teknik observatøruafhængig, meget reproducerbare og meget hurtige end manuel segmentering, der er omstændelig og langsom.
Med yderligere træning er det sandsynligt at den AI-baserede metode bliver standarden ved vurdering af patienter med formodet eller kendt åreforkalkning.
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